Eyefinity Cloud Software

Eyefinity Practice Management and Eyefinity EHR—the better fit for your growing practice.
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L
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SECURE DATA STORAGE
Protect patient data with
unlimited, HIPAA-compliant
cloud storage
AUTOMATIC
SOFTWARE UPDATES
Save time and money with no
server maintenance, backups,
or software updates to manage

Smooth Patient and
Practice Experience
L

L

DISASTER RECOVERY
Avoid losing important data
due to on-site server crashes,
natural disasters, external
attacks, or damage
ON-THE-GO ACCESS
Access software through a web
browser anytime, anywhere,
on any device. Plus, we offer
dedicated apps for iPad,
iPhone, and Apple Watch
ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY
Reduce excessive paper, toner,
and time spent printing, faxing,
and filing. Create and e-fax
custom letters

INTEGRATED 24/7
ONLINE SCHEDULING
Enjoy a complimentary eWebExtra™
website solution that connects with
our cloud software for real-time
online scheduling, online forms,
and patient portal
VSP INTEGRATION
Pull VSP ® eligibilities and
authorizations for your entire
week in a snap, plus benefit from
electronic claim and lab order
submission, automatic doctor
reimbursements, and patient
out-of-pocket calculations

L

EYEFINITY KIOSK
Streamline patient check-in with
electronic intake forms

L

EYEFINITY EHR IPAD APP
Provide more face-to-face time with
patients vs. your computer screen—
patients over paperwork

L

TELEHEALTH
Simplify workflow with the
ability to perform a video visit and
document an exam simultaneously
on the iPad app
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Chart Faster,
Get Paid Faster
L

EXAM PROTOCOLS
Decrease charting time and
simplify exam entry by automating
documentation for conditions you
treat on a frequent basis

L

COPY FORWARD
Use historical exam information to
quickly document a new exam
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PRELOADED CATALOGS
Enjoy automatic updates to frames,
lens, and contact lens data for easy
order management*
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SECURE E-PRESCRIBE
Save time and help patients save
money with formulary data, and use
Grand Rounds to see what other
doctors are prescribing
SIMULTANEOUSLY UPDATE
A PATIENT RECORD
Make changes in real time—more
than one person can update a
patient’s chart at the same time
ELECTRONIC REMITTANCE
ADVICE (ERA)
Reduce payment posting time from
days to hours

Smart Technology
L

BUILT-IN ICD-10 AUTO-CODING
Improve accuracy and reduce errors
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ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Increase efficiency with
systems that remember your
documentation patterns
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EHR EQUIPMENT INTEGRATIONS
Automate pretesting, refraction,
pachymetry, anterior segment
imaging, posterior segment imaging,
and visual field documentation

L

ANALYTICS
Leverage the power of data
with interactive dashboards and
customizable reports to boost
efficiency and increase overall revenue
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CERTIFIED PARTNER INTEGRATIONS
Enhance workflows with the ability
to integrate with industry-leading
Eyefinity® certified partners

L

BARCODE SCANNING
Save time managing inventory with
the ability to quickly record receipt of
frame and contact lens orders

